
  

 

Primary 1 Homework Grid for week beginning 5th October 2020 

                               

Maths/Numeracy 

 

 We have been learning about repeating patterns, 

using shapes and objects. Can you make some 

repeating patterns using objects you find in your 

home or garden? Here are some examples: 

1. Leaf, stick, leaf, stick, leaf, stick…. 

2. Lego, toy car, Lego, toy car, Lego, toy car… 

What patterns can you make? 

 

 Play this repeating pattern game: 
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-

sequencing/shape-patterns 
 

 Practice writing the numbers 1-10 or 1-20 in order. 

Focus on written formation, are you writing the 

numbers correctly? Are they the correct way 

round? Which ones do you find tricky to write? You 

can write them on paper, in sand, with paint or on a 

whiteboard if you have one.  

Literacy 

 

 Today we will send home your Sound Tub! Take out 

the letters and say the sound for each letter. 

Where do you feel the sound in your mouth? Can 

you think of a word starting with each sound? 

 

(See the Sway Presentation posted on the school 

blog) 

 

Ask a grown up to use the letters to make a word 

e.g. cat, tin etc. Say each sound then blend the 

sounds together to read the word. You may need a 

grown up to help you with this at this point. How 

many words can you read? 

 

 Whilst reading books with a grown up, look out for 

these common sight words: ‘a’, ‘the’, ‘is’, ‘I’. Can you 

spot them in your books? If you can read these 

words confidently already, what other words can 

you recognise in your books? 

 

Interdisciplinary/HWB 

 

 We have been learning about leaves changing colour 

in Autumn. We have started to learn about 

different types of trees and the shapes of their 

leaves. Look out for different leaves when you are 

outside. Use the Autumn Leaf Hunt Checklist to 

help you identify the leaves. 

 Play Emotion Charades with a partner. Think of an 

emotion/feeling (e.g. happy, sad, angry, scared, 

excited, surprised) and try to show that emotion 

with your face and body. Can your partner guess the 

emotion? How do they know which emotion you are 

showing?   

 
 

 

 

What’s On This Week 

 

 

 

 

 P.E. Day (Outdoors) :   Tuesday                

                                                                Wednesday 

 Homework will be issued on a Monday, and will be due for 

completion by the Thursday.  

 

Your tasks should take no more than 20 minutes per night.  

 

Your work should be uploaded to Learning Journals or emailed 

to the school office  wlbellsquarry-ps@westlothian.org.uk  

 

If you have any problems with your homework, please speak 

to one of your teachers before Thursday.   
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